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Jabberwocky

Large amount of structured data distributed across web pages.

Jabberwocky serves as an end-point for integrated access to structured data on the web.

Research tool for Journalists

Browsing the Data Graph

Interesting Factoids

- Tom Cotton is the youngest senator
- Harvard University produced the maximum number of senators
- Stephen Curry has the maximum number of steals and points among nbaplayers

Infoboxes

Enabling interactive online articles for readers

Javascript library for embedding Jabberwocky search and inspect pages into online articles

http://jabberwocky.stanford.edu/infobox/

Deep Searches

Answers not documents

Head to Head Comparisons

Head-in-Head: Jeff Mershon and Dwayne Poole

Infoboxes

Enabling interactive online articles for readers

Javascript library for embedding Jabberwocky search and inspect pages into online articles

http://jabberwocky.stanford.edu/infobox/

Option to track reader navigation through infoboxes

Extensions:

Relevant factoids and recommendations based on users’ interaction with infoboxes and other entities annotated in the article

Automatic detection of entities in articles